BEFORE THE ARKANSAS STATE BOARD OF LICENSURE FOR
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND PROFESSIONAL SURVEYORS

Complainant:
Arkansas State Board of Licensure for
Professional Engineers and Professional
Surveyors

Case #2010-04

Respondent:
Stephen P. Maslan, PE
8011 Paseo Suite 201
Kansas City, MO 64131-2323

DISMISSAL ORDER

The Arkansas Board of Licensure for Professional Engineers and Professional
Surveyors (hereinafter "the Board") registered a complaint on March 1, 2010, charging
Stephen P. Maslan (AR-PE #5443, hereinafter "Maslan") with violation of Arkansas Code
Annotated §17-30-305(a)(5) (discipline by another jurisdiction where the grounds for
discipline were the same as, or substantially equivalent to, those in Arkansas).

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Maslan is a Professional Engineer licensee of the Board, and the Board has
jurisdiction over his conduct.

2. Maslan notified the Board on March 1, 2010 that he had been disciplined by the
Missouri Board.

3. At the time of the violation, Maslan held Professional Engineer licensure in
Missouri.

4. Maslan sealed an architectural set for the Ice House Center in Kansas City, MO.

5. Maslan was charged with, and admitted violation to, practicing architecture without
a license in Missouri.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The practice of architecture by an engineer is not a violation of the statutes or rules of the Board.

ORDER
Based on these Findings and Conclusions, the complaint against Maslan is dismissed.

SO ORDERED this 3rd day of June, 2010

[Signature]
Frank Vozel, Board President
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, James Atchley, Investigator of the Arkansas State Board of Licensure for Professional Engineers and Professional Surveyors, do hereby certify that I have served a copy of the attached order by mailing a copy of same, by first class mail on this 3rd day of June, 2010, to:

Stephen P. Maslan, PE
8011 Paseo Suite 201
Kansas City, MO 64131-2323

[Signature]
James Atchley, Board Investigator